MAP SHOWING LOCATION OF MICA MINES AND PROSPECTS, WOODLAWN DISTRICT
MC DOWELL COUNTY, AND BUNCOMBE DISTRICT, BUNCOMBE, MC DOWELL
MADISON, AND YANCY COUNTIES, NORTH CAROLINA

SCALE: 1:250,000

CONTOUR INTERVAL 50 FEET

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

EXPLANATION

Mica mine or prospect
Number refers to list of mines and prospects

MINES AND PROSPECTS

RUNCOMBE AND WOODLAWN DISTRICT

1. Honeycutt prospect
2. Wiseman prospect
3. Rock mine
4. Lowery prospect
5. McBee prospect
6. Middle prospect
7. Black Oak mine
8. J.D. Denney prospect
9. Good Brothers prospect
10. Sam Silvers mine
11. Old Tom Creek prospect
12. Wildacres prospect
13. Pritchard Creek mine
14. Old Mill Creek mine
15. Sourwood Gap prospect
16. Thunder Knob mine
17. Mahogany prospects
18. Thomas mine
19. Pinnacle Ridge mine
20. Muschet mine
21. Hillbilly (Hillville) mine
22. Bear Ridge mine
23. Sturgell mine
24. Joe Burleson prospect
25. Mitzes (C. C. Ledford) mine
26. A ustin prospect
27. Henley prospect
28. J.P. Proffit prospect
29. Chrome Spar (Goldsmith) mine
30. Corner Spar (Arrowood) mine
31. Stocksville (J. M. Buckner) mine
32. Corner Rock mine
33. Little Butte Gap prospect
34. New Balsam Gap (Abernathy Watershed) mine
35. Rock Stand mine
36. Brushy Mountain mine
37. Old Pumphouse deposit
38. A. Weaver mine
39. Jeter Wilson prospect
40. Pink Fox prospect
41. Effie Revis prospect
42. Graveyard prospect
43. Blankenship prospect
44. Alexander mine
45. Sluder mine
46. C. B. Wells Spar mine
47. Brown prospect
48. H. A. Hipps prospect
49. Riverview (Fox) prospect
50. Ethel Rice Heirs prospect
51. Mountain Meadow (H. Carry) prospect
52. H. W. Creasman prospect
53. F. D. Kuykendall prospect
54. Shoat prospect
55. S. D. Kuykendall prospect
56. Longs Branch prospect
57. Chestnut Cove mine
58. Tipton mine
59. Coggins Home mine
60. Stevens mine
61. Swannanoa (Beede Smith) mine
62. Cedar Cliff prospect
63. Brushy Ridge prospect
64. Frady prospect
65. Lake Edie (Black Mountain College) mine
66. Black Mountain prospect
67. Running Trace prospect
68. McCoys Cove mine
69. Storm prospect
70. Knox prospect
71. Burco (Mott) mine
72. Hurst prospect
73. Bassett prospect
74. Patton Cove (C. P. Grimes) mine
75. J. M. McFarlanes prospect
76. S. M. White prospect
77. Murphy Cove (J. M. White) prospect
78. W. M. Mills prospect
79. DeLoi prospect
80. Corrihier prospect
81. H. D. McDowell prospect
82. Hattie Bell Underwood prospect
83. C. M. McCracken prospect
84. A. M. White prospect
85. Joe Burleson prospect
86. Riddle and Hipps mine
87. Montie O. Kelly prospect
88. Kenneth Smathers prospect
89. W. T. Sharp mine
90. Pink Fox prospect
91. Riddle and Hipps mine
92. Cathey prospect
93. Blankenship prospect
94. Big Cove mine
95. L. L. West prospect
96. Sam Cox mine
97. C. B. Wells Spar mine
98. Carter mine
99. Robinson mine
100. Ethel Rice Heirs prospect
101. Lum Sprouse (Reeves) mine
102. Mountain Meadow (H. Carry) prospect

LOCATION AND SCALE

Base from U.S. Geological Survey
1:250,000 series: Knoxville, 1957,
and Charlotte, 1953

CONTOUR INTERVAL 50 FEET

DATUM IS MEAN SEA LEVEL